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25 January 2011
KATALIN VARGA     15
Director: Peter Strickland, Romania / UK, 2009, 82mins
Katalin Varga and her son journey into the Transylvanian mountains after her husband 
and village expel them on discovering that the boy is not the husband’s son, but the 
result of a rape.  Unable to find funding, Reading-born director Peter Strickland went to 
Romania and Hungary with £30,000 to shoot Katalin Varga.  The psychologically intricate 
narrative, the exceptional feel for landscape, performances that ring entirely true, and 
a complex-layered soundtrack combine to make this revenge road movie a remarkable 
feature debut.  Countless Hungarian film-makers (Korda, Pressburger) have made the trek 
to Britain, but this film suggests that the reverse journey can prove equally fruitful.      

8 February 2011
RAMCHAND PAKISTANI      15
Director: Mehreen Jabbar, Pakistan, 2008, 103mins
Eight-year old Ramchand and his father accidentally cross the border from Pakistan into 
India. They end up incarcerated in an Indian jail whilst the mother doesn’t know what has 
happened to them.  Adapted from real events in 2002, this Pakistani-Indian co-production 
traces the extraordinary consequences of an unintended action upon the lives of a Hindu 
family amidst the acrimonious political relationship between two states on the brink of 
war.  A beautifully shot and moving story which is realised with impressive maturity by 
first-time director Mehreen, this is an exceptionally rare chance to see this small gem.

22 February 2011
LEBANON         15
Director: Samuel Maoz, Israel, 2009, 93mins
Teenage gunner Shmuel joins an inexperienced crew on day one of the 1982 Lebanon 
war. Once inside their tank, the film stays there, monitoring the tense faces of the four 
Israelis and viewing the disasters of war. First-time director Maoz, a conscript of that war, 
knows of what he speaks, but even more impressive than the screenplay is his technique 
as a film-maker – the sound design is superb, and the complicity of viewpoint through 
the swivelling gunsight is a brilliant coup de cinema.  Lebanon is an audacious evocation 
of the sheer, wretched confusion of conflict. Winner of the Golden Lion at Venice 2009.

8 March 2011      
SAMMY GOING SOUTH       PG
Director: Alexander Mackendrick, UK, 1963, 114mins
10-year old Sammy is living in Port Said in Egypt during the Suez Crisis when his parents 
are tragically killed.  With nobody to help him, he takes a 4,500 mile journey across 
Africa to find his only relative - an aunt he’s never met.  Mackendrick (Whiskey Galore!, 
Sweet Smell of Success) elicits a tough, unsentimental performance from child actor 
Fergus McClelland that plays superbly against a diamond smuggler, played by Edward 
G Robinson, and the harshly sunlit African scenery filmed in luminous CinemaScope and 
Technicolor.  A rare opportunity to see this dark edged boy’s own adventure tale.    

22 March 2011
DEPATURES (Okuribito)     12A
Director: Yôjirô Takita, Japan, 2008, 130mins
Recognising there’s no future in his musical career, 36-year-old Japanese cellist Daigo 
returns to his remote home town where he applies for a job at what he thinks is a travel 
agency. It turns out to be a small firm specialising in the subtle art of ‘encoffinment’.  
This bitter-sweet tale of the Japanese funeral trade is a heartfelt, unpretentious and slyly 
funny film that came from nowhere to take the Best Foreign Language crown at the 
2009 Oscars.  Mostly set in a wintry landscape surrounded by snow-capped mountains, 
Departures is a moving celebration of life through showing reverence for death.
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5 April 2011
FISH TANK      15
Director: Andrea Arnold, UK, 2009, 123mins
15 year-old Mia is struggling to survive a claustrophobic East London home life when 
her mother begins to date the charismatic Connor.  His easy-going nature makes him a 
supportive figure and encourages her dreams of becoming a dancer, but with friendship 
comes the realization he has secrets.  Touching on the themes of her Oscar-winning 
short Wasp, Arnold elicits great performances from newcomer Katie Jarvis and Michael 
Fassbender (Hunger). Unsentimental, brilliantly written and sensitively executed, Fish 
Tank is a truly original and unsettling tale that marks Arnold (Red Road) out as a 
filmmaker of exceptional talent.  Winner of the Best British Film at the 2010 BAFTAs. 

19 April 2011
RUN LOLA RUN (Lola Rennt)      15
Director: Tom Tykwer, Germany, 1998, 81mins
Manni is in a state of panic after losing a hefty slice of his gangster boss’s fortune.  His 
girlfriend Lola needs to somehow raise 100,000 marks in 20 minutes to rescue him from 
certain death.  One story told via three different scenarios, the film is a veritable maze of 
intriguing plot twists and heart-stopping suspense in a high-octane thrill ride.  Featuring 
breakthrough performances from Franka Potente (The Bourne Supremacy) and Moritz 
Bleibtreu (Das Experiment), this was Tykwer’s (The International) calling card to bigger 
things.  With its pumping techno score, punk heroine, and breathtaking pace, Run Lola 
Run is a modern cult classic. 

3 May 2011
THE COVE       12A
Director: Louie Psihoyos, US, 2009, 92mins
Using state-of-the art technology, a group of activists set out to expose in chilling detail 
the illicit mass slaughter of dolphins at Taijia, a rural Japanese cove.  Graphic, shocking 
and uncompromising, Louie Psihoyos’ impeccably crafted and taut documentary plays 
out like a heist movie.  At its heart The Cove is a remarkable portrait of the ceaseless 
conscience purging of Richard O’Barry - the man who leads the mission but in the 
1960s trained dolphins for the TV series Flipper.  Winner of the 2010 Oscar for Best 
Documentary, The Cove is fearless filmmaking and a thriller in a classical sense.

17 May 2011
ONCE UPON A TIME IN THE WEST       15
Director: Sergio Leone, Italy / US, 1968, 168mins
A brutish gunfighter has to deal with a mysterious harmonica player and a sympathetic 
outlaw as he attempts to drive a widow off the land coveted by a ruthless railroad 
company. Right from its virtuoso opening, Leone’s milestone movie is a breathtaking 
tale of progress, greed and revenge.  Starring Claudia Cardinale, Jason Robards, Charles 
Bronson and Henry Fonda, and co-scripted by Dario Argento and Bernando Bertolucci, 
the film’s at once elegiac, ironic, subversive and supremely cinematic.  This newly 
restored print highlights the joy Leone took in image and sound, especially Morricone’s 
score.  Let’s finish the season in style.

WFS Brochure Editor, Mike Bridgeman
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2010/11 Season
Membership Application Form

* Membership and tickets can only be 
 purchased through the Film Society 
 and not at The Screen box office.

* Tickets are on sale on WFS nights in 
 The Screen’s foyer from 8pm.

* Films are not preceded by trailers or 
 adverts and start prompt at 8:30pm 
 - please arrive in good time to minimise 
 delay, especially if paying on the 
 night.

* Seats are not allocated – first come, 
 first served!

* Disabled drivers can book a parking  
 space at the cinema (0871 906 9060).  
 The train station is only about 10 mins 
 walk from The Screen.

* The auditorium has induction loops.

You need to be a member to watch Winchester Film Society screenings, and 
members must be 16 or over. There are three membership options on offer, 
each with a concessionary rate. All prices held at 2009/10 rates!

1) ‘Season Ticket’ Membership (covers all 16 films, no need to queue, and 
is quite frankly a bargain – can be purchased in advance or at any film)

2) ‘Five Film’ Membership (5 films with a saving of £5 –  
can be purchased in advance or at any film)

3) ‘On the Night’ Membership (for one-off or occasional film entry –  
can only be purchased at a film)

I/we wish to join Winchester Film Society and apply for:

o	 ‘Season Ticket’ standard rate (£70)
o	 ‘Season Ticket’ concessionary rate (£60)
o	 ‘Five Film’ standard rate (£30)
o	 ‘Five Film’ concessionary rate (£25)
o	 ‘On the Night’ standard rate (£7)
o	 ‘On the Night’ concessionary rate (£6)

NAME/S .....................................................................................................

ADDRESS ...................................................................................................  

...................................................................................................................  

...................................................................................................................

POSTCODE ................................................................................................

EMAIL. .......................................................................................................

Please make your cheque payable to Winchester Film Society and send to:

Oliver Golding 
Membership Secretary,
Winchester Film Society, 
39 Rowlings Road 
Winchester  
SO22 6HH

www.winchesterfilmsociety.co.uk

WFS GENERAL ENQUIRIES
Jacqui Redway
01962 734589 

j.redway@btinternet.com 
www.winchesterfilmsociety.co.uk

WFS MEMBERSHIP ENQUIRIES
Oliver Golding
01962 880682

goldigoldi@o2.co.uk 

 at Winchester
Southgate Street

Winchester
SO23 9EG

0871 906 9060

2010/11 Season
Winchester Film Society at    -    Tuesdays at 8.30pm

5 October 2010
A PROPHET     18
Director: Jacques Audiard, France, 2009, 155mins
Malik is sentenced to six years imprisonment for an unspecified crime.  He soon gets 
taken in as a servant to a brutal Corsican gang, but harbours big ambitions of his own.  
Built around a remarkable performance from newcomer Tahir Rahim, this utterly gripping 
drama casts an epic sweep from the very first frames, instantly hitting its confident stride. 
Audiard’s (The Beat That My Heart Skipped) fifth film as writer-director is rooted in his 
earlier, seductive reinventions of the male hero and the French crime genre, and should 
prove a call-to-arms to a new generation of French filmmakers. Winner of the Grand Prix 
at Cannes 2009, whilst also topping Sight & Sound’s 2009 critics’ poll.

19 October 2010
SAMSON & DELILAH       15
Director: Warwick Thornton, Australia, 2009, 101mins
Living in an isolated aboriginal community, Samson and Delilah’s days are mundane and 
repetitive.  But when their lives are shattered by a series of tragic events, they embark 
on a journey of survival. Filming in the sparse ochre surroundings of Alice Springs, the 
film guides us through the gradual disintegration of two local teenagers in this dust-
choked anti-ode to the aboriginal experience.  With perceptive performances, glorious 
cinematography and distinctive storytelling, Samson & Delilah is a dazzling debut for 
Warwick Thornton who also wrote and photographed the film. Winner of the Caméra 
D’Or at Cannes Film Festival 2009.

2 November 2010
TREELESS MOUNTAIN        PG
Director: So Yong Kim, South Korea, 2008, 89mins
Seven-year old Jin and her younger sister Bin are left with their aunt by their struggling 
mother, with a promise she’ll return when they fill a small piggy bank.  As reality dawns, 
the girls are forced to acclimatize to changes in their family life.  Inspired by the director’s 
early childhood memories, this is an unsentimental, meditative and deeply humanistic 
coming-of-age tale dealing with abandonment, resilience and perseverance.  Beautifully 
shot to contrast the rampantly industrialized countryside and its rapidly disappearing grass 
meadows where the children find moments of respite, Yong Kim draws performances of 
tremendous naturalism from her remarkable young leads. 

Since 1976, Winchester Film Society 
has been showcasing the best of world 
cinema at a succession of venues 
around the city. 

This season our films are from a dozen 
countries spread across four continents, 
ranging from the India-Pakistan border 
to the streets of Barking, and from 
Transylvania to the central Australian 
desert. We’ve a strong showing of 
films from the UK; a quartet of films 
by female directors; and four classics 
from the 1950s to 90s including two 
of cinema’s finest directors – Sergio 
Leone and Jacques Tati.

We are also hoping to schedule in one 
or two short films during the season, 
and to organise the occasional special 
guest to introduce a film and hold a 
Q&A.  Another possibility is a one-off 
Sunday event at The Screen.  Keep an 
eye on our website and join our email 
list for updates.

Once again we’re offering three 
different membership options. Full 
membership ‘season tickets’ remain 
outstanding value, and are the safest 
way to guarantee a seat at all films.

Films are accompanied by a short 
introduction and complimentary film 
notes. We hope you can join us during 
the season, where we look forward 
to welcoming familiar and new faces 
alike.

Winchester Film Society is run by 
volunteers, and we’re always keen to 
welcome new recruits and listen to 
suggestions for future screenings and 
ways to improve the Society.

16 November 2010                   
KATYN    15
Director: Andrzej Wajda, Poland, 2007, 118mins
Wajda’s (Ashes and Diamonds) Oscar-nominated and highly personal film tells the 
horrific true story of one of World War II’s most shocking crimes – the massacre of Polish 
officers by Stalin’s secret police in the Katyn Forest.  Charting the fate of the women 
and children left behind as they desperately search for the truth, Katyn boasts many 
strong performances and striking cinematography.  Inventively structured and building 
ominously to its devastating climax, this engaging account of an under-reported tragedy 
reminds us how cinema can still rise to the occasion.

30 November 2010
MONSIEUR HULOT’S HOLIDAY (Les Vacances de M.Hulot)     U
Director: Jacques Tati, France, 1953, 91mins
One of the few precious outings for Tati’s masterly creation, this is a gentle portrait of 
the clumsy, well-meaning Hulot on vacation in a provincial seaside resort.  Inspired by 
the sophisticated silent clowning of Buster Keaton, Tati’s masterpiece is a sublime blend 
of satire, slapstick and character comedy that was itself a key influence on the nouvelle 
vague.  Tati’s intuitive use of film frame, his acute understanding of human behaviour, 
and his gently mocking appreciation of the absurdities of the modern world mark him as 
one of the greats.  An early Christmas present from us!

14 December 2010
1 DAY      15
Director: Penny Woolcock, UK, 2009, 102mins 
Street hustler Flash attempts to secure the money he owes his gang boss within 24 hours.  
On his tail are a rival gang, the police, three bickering baby mothers and his churchgoing 
granny. Shot on location in Birmingham, Woolcock (Mischief Night) once again sourced 
her cast from local residents. This ‘hip-hopera’ is a convincing portrait of life on the 
margins, and one that caused some cinemas to panic into banning it due to allegations it 
glamorised a life of guns and drugs.  Refreshingly unpredictable, this exhilarating crime-
grime musical is enthused from the start with local rappers’ set pieces which compliment 
the thrilling action perfectly.

11 January 2011
TULPAN       12A   
Director: Sergei Dvortsevoy, Kazakstan, 2008, 100mins
Amid the scouring sands of a Kazakh desert, young Askhat searches for a wife and a 
flock.  This is no easy task when he shares a crowded yurt and the only woman for miles 
around is the elusive Tulpan.  Dvortsevoy spent a year living in the windblown steppes 
of Kazakstan, and the resulting film has an observant, anthropological edge as it paints 
a likeable, lovelorn dreamer against the backdrop of the decline of traditional nomadic 
livestock farming.  Tulpan is a delightful comedy-drama with a credibility and immediacy 
that makes the film’s humour and visual poetry work so well.


